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ABSTRACT: In the current study, five different atomistic water models (AWMs) are implemented, In order to investigate the impact
of AWMs treatment on the water velocity profile and density number. For this purpose, Molecular dynamics simulation (MDS) of
Poiseuille flow in a nano-channel is conducted. Considered AWMs are SPC/E, TIP3P, TIP4P, TIP4PFQ and TIP5P. To assessment of
the ability of each model in prediction of velocity profile, it is compared with analytic velocity profile. Furthermore, MDS results of
density number are evaluated by real non-dimensional value for density number of water (Rho*). Based on computational results,
predicted velocity profile from MDS is in appropriate accordance to analytic solution based on the Navier–Stokes equations. In
addition, SPC/E and TIP4P models prepare the best prediction of the velocity profile, and are recommended where the averaged
magnitude of velocity across the nano-channel is essential. Furthermore, a jump in velocity of TIP5P and TIP4P models is revealed in
the vicinity of the nano-channel walls. However, approximately similar quantity is detected in the flow velocity of all different AWMs
near the nano-channel walls. Finally, numerical results related to density number show, the TIP5P water model has higher compliance
with the intended Rho*, and thus this model is suggested, where density number plays an important role in our MDS.
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Introduction
For example, Markesteijn et al. [8] used MDS to show
the effects of different atomistic water models on the
viscosity-temperature relation. SPC/E, TIP4P, TIP4P/Ew,
and TIP4P/2005 AWMs were employed in their study by
considering Poiseuille flow inside a nano-channel. The
error value they found for TIP4P/2005 as a best AWM for
viscosity is lower than 8% against the experimental data.
Guevara-Carrion et al. [9] carried out the numerical study
on the impression of different AWMs to predict of several
transport properties of pure liquid water and its mixtures
with methanol and ethanol. By using SPC, SPC/E, TIP4P,
and TIP4P/2005 model, they found that the TIP4P/2005
model performed better than the other models for all
properties.
On the other hand, Lin et al. [10] examined numerically
the Lennard-Jones and TIP4P models for flow
characteristics of a plane Poiseuille flow in a nano-channel.
They observed larger fluctuation in the velocity profile that
induced by the TIP4P potential as compared to that induced
by the LJ potential.
More recently, Plankova´ et al. [11] investigated the
effect of TIP4P/2005 model on density profile and surface
tension of water vapor–liquid phase interfaces.
They used MDS and showed a proper accordance of this
water model with real nature of the water. Also, Barbosa
and Barbosa [12] by using MDS studied the density of the

Water is known as the most popular liquid in the
universe. Due to importance of water in nature, its
properties are one of the most interested areas for scholar
.However, In spite of more than a century study in the field
of water; many unresolved questions remain beyond of this
matter. Therefore, to comprehensive study on
physicochemical characteristics and flow behavior of water,
different AWMs are presented. Each model has specific
features in parameter values and number of charge sites,
which cause a various success in anticipating the accurate
quantity and physical trend of a specific physical parameter.
On the other hand, among the water flow properties, its
velocity profile and density number play an important role
in many practical applications such as filtration by carbonnanotubes (CNTs) [1-2], micro chemical reactors [3] and
micro-nano electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS)
[4]. So, it is important to select an appropriate atomistic
water model in computer simulation such as molecular
dynamics (MD) approach, which correctly predicts the real
nature of the water. There are several studies related to the
impressions of different AWMs on the fluid flow behavior,
as discussed next. More research is done on the effects of
water models on fluid flow viscosity [5-7].
*Corresponding Author Email: gasemi@aut.ac.ir
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ws. AWMs
The following secttions are organnized as follow
are desscribed in Secttion 2. Governning equationss, methods
and sim
mulation detailss are explainedd in Section 3. Section 4
is givenn results and diiscussion and S
Section 6 is givven for the
conclussions.

Atomiistic water m
models
Wateer molecule iss composed oof two hydroggen atoms
connectted to one ooxygen atom. A schematic of water
molecuule configuratioon and some qquantities to chharacterize
its speccific features iss pictured in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Schemattic of water moleccule configuration

Baseed on Figure 1, in liquid statte of water, boond length
(rOH) annd bond anglee (θHOH) are chhanged and moodified by
water-w
water interactioons. On the otther hand, duee to higher
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The schematic of these different structures are illustrated
in Figure 2. As indicated by Figure 2, type 1 and 2 are
planar and type 3 has a tetrahedral structure. Moreover, it is
notable that, type 1 is the simplest water model and types 2
and 3 are polarized one. The reason of utilizing a
polarizable water models is related to this fact that, water
molecules in liquid state are all non-equivalent. In other
words, due to their hydrogen bonding status, that affected
by the arrangement of the neighbor water molecules, they
are differing in their molecular orbital. Consequently,
polarizable models (types 2 and 3 in Figure 2) are offered
for better response to this phenomenon. However, in a
simpler model (type 1 in Figure 2), formation of an
'average' structure is expected. Finally, all different AWMs
are classified in these three physical structures. Common
and interested of the AWMs are SPC/E, TIP3P, TIP4P,
TIP4PFQ and TIP5P. SPC/E [17] is an extended simple
point charge model that characterized by three point
masses. In addition, TIP3P [18], TIP4P [19], TIP5P [20] are
respectively, transferable intermolecular potential with 3, 4
and 5 points. TIP4PFQ [21] is a transferable intermolecular
potential with 4 points and fluctuating charge model. TIP5P
has the negatively charged interaction sites are located
symmetrically along the lone-pair directions. As shown in
Figure 2, the SPC/E and TIP3P models are type 1. In
addition, TIP4P and TIP4PFQ are type 2 and TIP5P is
classified in type 3. Main physical characteristics (based on
specified parameters in Figure 2) and Lennard-Jones
parameters of considered AWMs are tabulated in Table.1.

electro-negativity of oxygen atoms compared to hydrogen
one, the negatively and positively charged sites will appear
respectively for oxygen and hydrogen. Therefore, this
charge difference cause to an electric dipole in the water
molecule. Due to symmetric structure of water, dipole
could present with a line started from oxygen and bisects of
H-O-H angle [15-16]. In atomistic model of water with
various point charge, dipole moment given by
N

dip  qi ri

(1)

i 1

Where, N is the point charges number, qi and ri are
charge and position vector of point charge i. Moreover,
magnitude of μdip is related to length of the dipole vector.
So, respect to the considered reference direction (x in
Figure 1), the orientation of water is characterized by dipole
angle θdip. As mentioned before, there are many atomistic
water models (AWMs). However, in the current paper, the
most commonly used and interested AWMs are considered
and described briefly as following. Generally, planar and
tetrahedral physical structure is detectable for different
AWMs.

Table 1
Main physical characteristics (based on specified parameters in
Figure 2) and Lennard-Jones parameters of AWMs [15-21].
Physical
SPC/E TIP3P TIP4P TIP5P IP4PFQ
Characteristic
Type of
1
1
2
3
2

Type 1 (Simple Planar Model)

AWM

Type 2 (Polarized Planar model)

3.166 3.15061 3.15365 3.12000

3.15365

σ [ Å]
ε [kJ mol-1]

0.650

0.6364

0.6480

0.6694

0.6480

LOH [ Å ]

1.0000

0.9572

0.9572

0.9572

0.9572

LOD [ Å ]
θ OHO [deg]
φ HD [deg]
φ DOD
[deg]

---

---

0.15

0.70

0.15

109.47
---

104.52
---

104.52
52.26

104.52
---

104.52
52.26

---

---

---

109.47

---

q1 [e]
q2 [e]
τ [Ps]
Velocity
unit (σ/ ) [

+0.63
(Ave)
-0.8476 -0.8340 -1.0400 -0.2410 1.26 (Ave)
1.66674 1.67627 1.66280 1.61855
1.66280

+0.4238 +0.4170 +0.5200 +0.2410

1.899

1.879

1.896

1.927

1.896

78.844

77.194

78.601

81.197

78.601

Å /Ps]

Type 3 (Polarized Tetrahedral model)
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of parameter used for different atomistic
water models (AWMs).

Temperature
unit (ε/kB)
[k]
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field of the molecules is the reason of adding electrostatic
to our intermolecular potential.

In Table 1, σ, ε, are respectively, atoms diameter
(characteristics length scale), parameter that governs on the
strength of interactions (characteristic potential energy) and
time unit, which we use them in Lennard-Jones potential in
the next section.

Simulation details
For MDS of different AWMs in nano-channel, nonequilibrium and paralleled MD solver of mdFoam in Open
source software of OpenFOAM is modified and performed.
Based on other study in field of MDS [24-27], this solver
has an appropriate capability in MDS. Also, to decrease of
computational cost and better inference of readers from the
computational results, as usual for MDS, reduced units are
implemented. The defined quantities in reduced unite
system is presented in Table 2.

Methods and Simulation Details
Governing Equation
As previously mentioned, MDS is performed for
current study. The nature of this method is a Lagrangian
based that locations of molecules is measurable in
consecutively by using Newtonian’s equations of motion.
For this purpose, at first the applied forces on each
molecule are calculated.
Second, their new location and velocities in a next time
step will be obtained by combining with a current location
and velocity of each molecule. This procedure will be
repeated in each step.
In deterministic scheme of MDS, molecule interacted
together with intermolecular potential of U. We know the
equation of motion for a molecule i without any moment of
inertia and rotationally symmetrical is

Table 2
Defined quantities for MDS in reduced unit.
Quantity
Reduced Unit
Diameter (Y*)
Y/σ
Energy (U*)
E/ε
Density (Rho*)
ρσ3
Velocity (v*)
v/(σ/ )
Temperature (T*)
T/(ε/kB)
Time (t*)
t /(m0.5σ/ε0.5)
Force (F*)
F/(ε/σ2)

(2)

miai=Fi

According to reduced unit, the general form of
dimensionless potential is

where, Fi shows an overall force acts on the molecules by
using

Fi 

N



Fij 

jw i , j 1

Nw




Fijw  Fext i

U
(3)

jw i , j 1

3

*

 
rij*


1
 4  *
 r ij
 

3

 1
 *
 r ij


qi q j 




Here, i shows a unit vector in flow direction. The first

12






 1 1 4 OO  OO  0 r i , j 

term in hand side of equation 3 represents an intermolecular
force based on potentials between molecule i and other
fluid molecules in the computational domain. Also, second
and third terms of equation 3 shows force between
molecule i with all wall particles j and external force,
respectively.
A single molecule will be affected by intermolecular
potential energy functions of every molecule in the system
including bonded and non-bonded neighbors. Hence, the
affecting intermolecular potential on each water molecule is
including bonded and non-bonded potentials. In the present
study, non-bonded potential is considered [16].
Each non-bonded potential are formed from two potential
parts: Van-der-waals and electrostatic. In the current paper,
Lennard-Jones (LJ) 6-12 potential (as short-range
repulsive/long-range attractive potential [14,22]) is
implemented as the Van-der-waals potential. This potential
is used for fluid-fluid and fluid-solid wall atoms (in
fixed/frozen sate [23]) interactions. Moreover, to realistic
modeling of water molecules, we employ electrostatic
force, based on Coulomb`s law. Impression of the partial
charges on the interaction sites respond to the electrostatic

*






6





(4)

rij*  rc*

Parameters in the equation 4 are described at
Nomenclature. The first term of equation 4 is a force field
that related to Lennard-Jones (LJ) 6-12 for non-bonded
oxygen-oxygen potential. Second term is also associated
with the electrostatic force based on Coulomb’s Law. Also,
we set the value of 2.5 for dimensionless cutoff radius (r*c)
[22]. On the other hand, the platinum metal is used as a
solid wall of a nano-channel. Lennard-Jones potential
parameters for this metal are σPl =2.95[A°] and εPl =2.128
[kJ mol-1] [28].
It must be mentioned that, Face-Centered-Cubic (FCC)
mesh structure is performed for all molecules’ arrangement
in this paper. The reason of this selection is related to the
real physical structure of liquid and solids in nature [29].
Based on statistical thermodynamics, for initial velocity
distribution in the equilibrium isolated system with fix
temperature, Maxwell-Boltzmann is considered as



mi 

k BT 

2


p  viz   
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Continued, the results of velocity profile and density
number for different AWMs are presented.

Prediction of possibility of velocity of νiz for a molecule i
with mass of (mi) at temperature of T is the interpretation of
equation 5. The initial velocities set to such that the
momentum of whole system is zero.
Schematic of computational domain is illustrated in
Figure 3.

Results and Discussion
Five different AWMs are employed for this simulation,
for which the parameters can be found in Table 1. During
the simulation, the velocity profile and density number
values are collected throughout the bins. At the beginning
of this section, computed velocity profiles of different
AWMs under Poiseuille flow from MDS are compared with
analytical solution. Then the density number is analyzed for
various AWMs.

Velocity profile of different AWMs vs. analytical
solution
Fig. 3. Schematic of the computational domain in MDS. In total 4817
water molecules are placed between two solid atomistic walls each
consisting of 878 platinum molecules in two layers. Poiseuille flow is
generated by a body force Fb in the Z-direction

Lack of experimental study related to our work was
observable from literature review. As a result, similar to
other study [31-32], we use analytical solution for velocity
profile of Poiseuille flow in nano-channel to compare it by
different intended AWMs simulations. Therefore, following
derivation is performed for extract of analytical velocity
profile.
As indicated by Figure 3, consider a water fluid confined
between two parallel plate at rest that located at y=±H/2 in
orthogonal manner to Y-direction (Poiseuille flow [33]),
where in addition of external force of F=Fext ̂ , a pressure
gradient / exist in Z-direction, then balance equation
for momentum is

As observed in Figure 3, physical domain is extending
in length (Z-direction). Also, height of nano32
/
channel in Y-direction is H=9.5
/ .
Additionally, as can be seen in Figure 3, to construct of
nano-channel walls, double layers of platinum molecules
are implemented.
Also, to omission of unwanted wrap-around in
computational domain, periodic boundary condition is used.
This boundary condition (BC) with feature of infinite
number of copies of system around of itself is a confirmed
BC in MD modeling [30]. Consequently, we applied this
BC in the direction of fluid flow (Z-Direction).
In order to apply the Poiseuille flow to our computational
domain, water flow is driven by a constant external body
force of Fext= Fb=2.27 e-9ε/σ2 on the all molecules along the
Z-direction at P=1atm.
For sampling procedure, twenty independent equal
segments (bins) are placed across the Y-direction. Then,
stochastic averaging is applied on molecular dynamic data
in each bin to extract of macroscopic properties of velocity
profile and number density of water flow. Due to use of
Berendsen thermostat, all simulations are done in the
intended fixed temperature of T*=3.73. Moreover, the
density number of simulations are considered as Rho*=ρσ3
=0.998.
Paralleled code on a core I Eight CPUs with RAM of
6GB is performed in this work. Also, Molecular dynamic
equations are solved by time step of ∆t=6×10-4 . This time
interval (Δt), due to real-time of 6.4fs and 3.1fs for H-O-H
bend and O-H stretch, is small enough to make sure
numerical stability [10].
Real run time for each case is about 5×103 to simulate
of 1ns of the problem until stability achievement including
equilibrium process by NVT ensemble and Poiseuille flow
simulation.

u 1
 .P  u.u  F  0,
t 

(6)

Here, u is flow velocity, ρ as density and p is a tensor of
pressure. In this case, Navier-Stokes equation can be
obtained as

 u u j 2

  ij .u 
Pij  p ij    i 
z 3
 z

 ij .u,

(7)

Here, μ and ξ are shear viscosity and bulk viscosity,
respectively.
Due to this fact that, in Poiseuille flow, / = 0 and
u(r)=u(y) ̂ , as a result, new form of Navier-Stokes equation
for Poiseuille flow is

 2u 1  p

p
    Fext  .
 0,
2
  z
y
y


(8)

Solution of above equation for no-slip boundary
condition (zero velocity near the walls) now becomes
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u  y  

1 
p   2 H 2 


F
.
 ext
 y 
z  
4 
2 

homogeeneous. In adddition, as mentiion before, watter flow is
driven by a consttant external body force equal to
Fext=Fb=
=2.27e-9ε/σ2 oon the all m
molecules alonng the Zdirectioon at P=1atm.
Figurre 4 shows thee velocity profiile across the channel for
differennt AWMs com
mpare to Analyttical U*.

(9)

Equation 9 is
i representativ
ve of Poiseuillee flow. Howev
ver,
iit is noticeablee that, / = 0 in the curreent study. Indeeed,
tthis body forrce is not based on the pressure
p
gradieent
bbecause the system is ab
ble to remain
n longitudinaally

Fig. 4. Velocity Profile of
o different AWMss vs. analytical vellocity profile in a nnano-channel undeer
Poiseuille flow

minor ddifference in cconvexity radiuus of parabolic trend of
velocityy profile coompared to analytical soolution is
observaable. Also, maxximum error oof velocity proffile can be
seen at the peak of thhe velocity proofile in centerlline of the

F
4, as ex
xpected, the co
omputed veloccity
Based on Figure
pprofiles from
m MD have similar trend
d (second-ord
der
ppolynomial) to
o the analyticall solution baseed on the Navieer–
Stokes equatio
ons, for all casees. However, fo
or all AWMs, a
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Tra
nnano-channel. In addition, velocity pro
ofile of SPC/E,
T
TIP3P, TIP4P and TIP5P water
w
models have
h
lower vallue
ccompared to analytical solution, especiially for TIP5
5P,
W
Whereas, TIP4
4PFQ water model
m
show significant high
her
vvalue rather th
han the analyttic. In addition
n, best fitting to
aanalytical dataa of velocity profile
p
is detecctable for SPC
C/E
w
water model. Moreover, TIP
P5P water model has the most
vvalue in velo
ocity profile gradient. Con
nsequently, it is
ddeduced that, there is not a constant shearr stress along the
t
nnano-channel for
f this model.
Detailed diifference betw
ween overall averaged
a
of the
t
vvelocity acrosss the bins for difference
d
AW
WMs compared
d to
aanalytical solu
ution is summarrized in Table 3.

Obtaained differencces in Table 3 confirm this coonclusion;
the TIP
P5P and TIP4P
PFQ under-preedict the veloccity profile
by as m
much as -27.71% and +23.443 %, respectivvely. As a
result, this two watter models arre unacceptablle AWMs
rather tthan analytic. A
Also, TIP4P aand TIP3P undder-predict
the veloocity profile bby -11.66% annd -8.54%, resspectively.
Finally,, SPC/E wateer model under-predicts thee velocity
profile only with -6.49%. Conseequently, SPC
C/E water
model iis recommendeed for velocityy profile prediction under
Poiseuiille flow in nanno-channel.
Figurre 5 is preseented for betteer comparisonn between
differennt AWMs veloocity profile. A
As can be seenn in Figure
5, for Bins Numberr in interval oof [2-18], as discussed
formerlly, TIP5P, TIIP4P, TIP3P, SPC/E and TIP4PFQ,
respectiively have low
wer to higher vvalue of U*. Hoowever, at
intervalls of Bins Nuumber = [0-22 & 18-20], w
which are
represen
entative of regiions close to the nano-channnel walls;
behavioor of velocity profile of AW
WMs has beenn changed.
Indeed,, a jumping vaariation to higgher value is oobservable
for TIP
P5P and TIP4P
P. The reason of this variatiion can be
found iin the interactiion between w
water molecules with the
nano-chhannel wall aatoms. Finally,, approximately similar
value oof U* is recognnizable for SPC
C/E, TIP3P andd TIP4P in
intervalls of Bins Num
mber = [0-4 & 116-20].

Ta
able 3
Detailed differeence between vellocity averages of
o different AWM
Ms
compared to an
nalytical solution
n.
Atomisstic water modells
U*AWMs-U
U*Analytical
SPC/E
-6.49
9%
TIP3P
-8.54
4%
TIP4P
-11.6
66%
TIP4PFQ
+23.4
43%
TIP5P
-27.7
71%
(-) low
wer value comparred to Analyticall Velocity
prrofile
(+)) Higher value co
ompared to Anallytical
Velociity profile

Fig. 5. Velocity
y profile for differeent AWMs

Peakks, troughs andd oscillation aaround constannt density
numberr are these threee notable phennomenons.
Peaks aand troughs inn density num
mber are due too layering
proceduure.
Due to greater equuilibrium betw
ween nano-chaannel wall
and neiighboring watter molecules compared to eelsewhere,
water m
molecules willl be placed in dense layers pparallel to
nano-chhannel walls. The peaks oof density nuumber are
revealeed the situatioon of these laayers, because powerful
repulsioon in Lennarr-Jones potenntial leads to minimal
distancee in Y-directioon for Oxygen atoms.
In adddition, troughhs in the densitty number proffile, is due
to smaaller number of moleculess. Reduction of water
molecuules surroundinng the dense layyer is related too avoiding

D
Density numb
ber of differen
nt atomistic water
w
model
Figure 6 sh
hows density number
n
acrosss a nano-chann
nel
oobtained from
m different AWMs sim
mulations und
der
P
Poiseuille flow
w.
A
As it is show
wn in Figure 6,
6 density num
mber profile has
h
rremarkable flu
uctuations nearr the nano-chaannel wall for all
ddifferent AWM
Ms. These flucttuations are osscillated around
da
hhigher or lower constant vaalue in the cen
nter of the nan
nocchannel. Thesse fluctuationss are the resu
ult of molecu
ular
iinteraction beetween solid walls atoms and water flo
ow
m
molecules. Th
his physical ph
henomenon is also observed in
eexperiment [34
4].
O
On the other words, Based on Figure 6, three significaant
vvariations in behavior of the density numbeer is observablee.
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oof water molecules in app
proaching to dense
d
layer with
w
strong repulsio
on.,
Oscillation around constaant density nu
umber is anoth
her
pphenomenon in
i density num
mber of water flow
f
in a midd
dle

of nanoo-channel. Thee reason of thiis fact is due tto increase
of disoorder in water molecules, soo an isotropic treatment
with hiigher or loweer oscillation aaround constannt density
numberr is occurred.

Fig. 6. Density number fo
or different AWM
Ms in a nano-channnel

On the otherr hand, larger peak
p
in density
y number valuee is
eevident for TIIP4PFQ, TIP3
3P, TIP5P, SP
PC/E and TIP4
4P,
rrespectively. Also,
A
it is noticceable that, larger peak leadss to
m
momentum increment and as
a a result, waall resistance will
w
bbe decreased. Also,
A
based on
n enlarge zone of Figure 6, itt is
vvisible that, oscillation to
o higher valu
ue in Rho* for
T
TIP4PFQ and TIP3P and to lower value for
fo SPC/E, TIP
P4P
aand TIP5P is observable in Bins Number=
= [5-4 & 15-2
20].
T
Therefore, it can be conclu
uded that, density number in
aapproximately
y 50% of cross-section of nano-channel is
strongly affectted by wall attoms. Finally, with comparisson
oof average den
nsity number for
f different AWMs
A
comparred
tto real density of water at T*=3.73 that is Rho
R *=ρσ3 =0.99
98,
T
TIP5P, SPC/E
E water modell have the beest fitting to this
vvalue, respecttively. Also, due to lack
k of appropriate
pprediction (h
high fluctuatio
on) of densiity number for
T
TIP4PFQ, thiss water modell isn’t recomm
mended for MD
DS
tthat density nu
umber play an important
i
role..

wed that,
Extraacted results of velocity profile show
computted velocity prrofile by MDS
S is in good aagreement
with thhe analytical ssolution for aall cases. How
wever, the
SPC/E water modell gives the bbest anticipatioon of the
velocityy profile comppared to analyytical solution. Also, the
TIP4P and TIP3P w
water models hhave nearly hoomologous
predictiion of velociity profile wiith moderate variations
comparred to analytic..
Whille the TIP5P and TIP4PF
FQ as an inap
appropriate
AWMss, predict the velocity proffile than the analytical
solutionn by differeence of -27.71% and +223.43 %,
respectiively. As a result, in MDS w
which velocity pprofile is a
significcant parameter,, the SPC/E w
water model is ssuggested.
It mustt be noted thatt, near the waalls, all different AWMs
have appproximately ssimilar value. Also, in the vvicinity of
the nanno-channel waall, a jump in velocity of T
TIP5P and
TIP4P iis observed.
On th
the other handd, among the m
most importantt extracted
findinggs related to ddensity number, TIP4PFQ aand TIP4P
water m
model respectiively have higgher and loweer peak in
densityy number valuee. Moreover, ddensity numberr in half of
the nanno-channel crooss-section is strongly imppressed by
wall aatoms, for aall different AWMs. Finaally, with
comparrison betweeen real nonn-dimensional density
(Rho*=
=ρσ3 =0.998) with averageed density nuumber for
differennt AWMs, onne can be concluded that, T
TIP5P and
SPC/E water models with better acccordance to thee intended
Rho*, aare the preferreed models.
At tthe end, it iss noticeable thhat, detailed parameter
includinng, propertiess of nano-chhannel wall, different
temperaature, or size of the system
m are impressiive on the
velocityy profile and density numbber of differennt AWMs.
Conseqquently, the eeffects of theese parameterrs on the
velocityy profile and ddensity numbeer of different AWMs is
excitingg enough to coonduct our futuure study.

Conclusion
In study of
o water flow
w behavior in
n nano-channeels,
vvelocity profile and density number
n
play an
a important ro
ole.
A
Also, in MDS of water flow in nano-scale, different AWM
Ms
aare presented by scholars. However,
H
stru
uctural differen
nce
aamong AWMs is impressiv
ve on the accu
uracy of veloccity
pprofile and den
nsity number.
Consequentlly, in the currrent study, the effects of five
fi
ddifferent AWM
Ms on the veloccity profile and
d density numb
ber
aare investigated. This was accomplished
d by simulatiing
P
Poiseuille flow
w in a MD nan
no-channel. In addition, SPC/E,
T
TIP4P, TIP3P,, TIP4PFQ and
d TIP5P are in
ntended atomisstic
w
water models. To evaluatee of the accurracy of veloccity
pprofile for each
h AWM, it is compared
c
to an
nalytical solutio
on.
A
Also, the denssity number fo
or different AW
WMs is analyzzed
w
with its real no
on-dimensionall density valuee at T*=3.73.
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